David Pearce’s concours winning TR3a from the Apple Isle.
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ACT EVENTS
February.
Saturday 14th . Meet at Hall general store for run to Yass for morning tea then visit Jack Gault’s TR3a restoration. Contact Graham on 0409 650 820.
March
22nd . Wheels Day. Biggest display of Classic cars in Canberra, contact Graham if you need accommodation
and a BBQ meal.
.
NSW. EVENTS
FEBRUARY
7th. Historic Rally group. Fluffy Duck run.
7th -8th February Gnoo Blas, Orange. Road Racing Circuit. Classic Car show and Circuit Tours. Display at Sir
Jack Brabham Park if you just want to go along and view the cars.
7th -8th February. HSRCA All Historic Racing at Wakefield Park.
11th. GEAR historic meeting Wakefield Park
14th. CSCA supersprint, Oran Park. Lotus & Triumph.
17th. GENERAL MEETING 7-30pm at Concord RSL. Meet at 6.30pm for Bistro meal.
22nd. Wings over Illawarra. Princes Highway Albion Park.
25th . Coffee & Cake “The Boatshed” at Como 11.00am. Contact Alan Wright for details 94510165
MARCH
Sunday 1st. THIRLEMERE STEAMFEST (near Picton). Classic car display, Steam train rides, steam
traction engines, giant country fair . Fun for all the family. www.heritageexpress.com.au or Bob Slender
for details.
14th. TeaGardens/Hawkes Nest. Motor Fest.
17th. National Committee Meeting at Concord RSL. Meet 6.30 for Bistro . 7.30 for meeting.
25th-26th. WEDNESDAY WARRIORS. Midweek run . Visiting Oberon, Goulburn (Overnight) and
Bowral. Contact Neil Tribe for details.
25th. For those who can’t make the 2 day run we have the TSOA Coffee & Cake run . Meet 11.00am Penrith
Whitewater Stadium. Contact Alan Wright on 9451 0165 for details.
26th-29th. Australian FI GP Albert Park Vic.
1st of April. Gear historic meeting at Wakefield park.

QLD. EVENTS
FEBRUARY.
22nd.
Day Run. Co-ordinated by Carroll and David Prior
MARCH
21st & 22nd. Noosa weekend run with the Olivers. Meet 10.00am Samford.

VIC. EVENTS
FEBRUARY
Wed 11th. Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8.00pm. Rosalie St. Springvale.
Sun 15th.
TSOA Concours at Monash.
Sun 22nd.
Run to Kerrisdale Mountain Railway and Museum. Leave 9.30am Eltham Stn. Contact Tony to book.
MARCH.
Sat. 7th.
Late afternoon run. Meet at 3.00pm Stamford Hotel run to Skyhigh restaurant in the Dandenongs.
Sat/Sun 14th/15th. Phillip Island Historics. Run on Sunday. Meet at Bunnings, Cranbourne. 8.15 for 8.30 depart
18th.
Mid week run to Rob Roy Hill climb. Contact Tony for details.
29th.
FI AGP run to Outpost at Noojee for lunch. Meet Chirnside park 10.00am
8th April. Meeting Jag Healy rooms 8.00pm. Rosalie St. Springvale.

SA. EVENTS

Generally, all MONTHLY RUNS depart at 8am on last Sunday of the month from Burnside Town Hall. All future
Breakfast runs, Night runs and mid week runs will be published in CLUB NOTES in Thursday’s MOTORING PAGES
of the ADVERTISER. For details contact John Williams, Event manager— 8165 0051 or 0428 339 163.
364

WA. EVENTS
Contact Richard King 9385 0986
COMING EVENTS FOR DIARY: National Concour s and meeting 16th, 17th & 18th October .
Cape Schanck, Mornington Peninsula, Victoria.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT.

On behalf of all the Committee and State Coordinators I would like to wish each one of
you a great 2009.
I trust that everyone made it safely through
the recent Festive Season and that your TRs
behaved themselves as good Sidescreens
should.

Tasman Revival
The Register again assisted the Historic
Sports & Racing Car Association in the running of the Tasman Revival Series. Unless
you have been hiding down the back paddock or locked in your garage for the last few
years, you will know that the celebration of
open wheel and sports racing cars that took
part in the fabulous Tasman Series held in
the 1960s and early 1970s.
Cars are brought to Australia from all over
the world for this three day event.
In the early days these cars were driven by
the formula one drivers of the period
(Brabham, Clark, Hill etc). Also the sound of
20 formula 5000s accelerating down the
Eastern Creek main straight can only be
described as music to the ears.
Register members competing in the programme were Andrew Gibson, Bob and Gor-
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don Saunders (the Brothers Grimm), whilst
Brian Richards, (ably assisted??? by John
Muddle), were seen working on a Repco
Brabham motor and a Ford V8 racing motor
and clutch belonging to a formula 5000.
Bill Revill was spotted in the pits reporting
the events for a racing car magazine the
name of which has escaped me for the moment, sorry Bill, while the rest of us were in
the Repco Tent guarding Brabham, Lotus,
Matich and Lola cars, etc and attending to
the drivers of yesteryear as Repco was supplying them (and us) with lunch.
Many historic trophies from the period were
on display (also under the scrutiny of the
Sidescreen boys). An amusing incident happened when an HSRCA Official, who was not
known to us and not wearing any official
badge, took one of the trophies off its stand.
He was duly apprehended/menaced by Vice
president Garry Johns. The white faced official splutteringly pointed out that he had to
take the Trophy up to the dais to present it to
the winner of the last race. Gary reluctantly
let him take it.
This incident was noted in the Minutes of the
HSRCA Committee Meeting and we were
complimented on our vigilance, thanked for
the work we had put in and asked if we would
be available for the next one which will probably be in November 2010 …….. for a superb
petrol head weekend, watch out for the details and put it in your calendar, no matter
where you live – it’s really worth the journey.
And finally, the Committee is looking forward
to the year ahead and whatever challenges it
might bring. We have many new and innovative ideas which will be revealed in the future.
If you have any ideas which you would like
the Committee to consider, please let me
know.
Keep the Register flag flying and keep those
TR sidescreens on the road.
BesTRegards
Geoff
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Supercharging the TR3

Author: Allan Bare.
Eldred Norman did it in the fifties, yet fifty years on internet searches reveal virtually
nothing in the way of successful modern installations for the TR3. Hans Pederson who
converted a TR4, and supplies kits for MG, is the exception. His wealth of experience
and computer program proved helpful in determining the specifications for the key components he supplied for my project.
My aim (aside from seeing if I could do it) was to produce a reliable road going engine
with plenty of torque low down. To illustrate this in layman’s language remember that a
TR engine with 87mm bore maximized for low speed torque (pulling power) develops
just 37 Brake Horse Power (BHP) at 1800 RPM (spec for Ferguson 35 tractor). Simple
maths confirms that BHP increases with revs to the 100 BHP you get at 5000 RPM. The
fact that BHP increases with engine revs explains why claimed high BHP figures at
around 6000 RPM or so are meaningless in the real world. What is important for a road
car is how much torque (and BHP) the engine is producing at 2800 RPM (110 KPH) in
our TR.
The supercharger (air compressor) that I chose was a Lysholm screw type compressor.
This unit effectively squeezes the air fuel mixture between the lobes of two rotors which
are shaped to reduce the charge volume as it passes along the axis of the rotors. Although invented in the early thirties, modern technology that produces the varying profile
rotor lobes has only recently been made available. The result is a compressor that compresses the air from very low RPM and does not have any wearing parts (rotors do not
touch). Compare this with fan or simple lobe type superchargers that provide wildly varying boost pressures with nothing at low revs. The TR has no need for crude “Pop Off”
pressure relief valves required by
alternate systems.
Keeping the air/mixture charge
cool (small volume) is essential
for maximum cylinder filling and
reduction of pre-ignition (pinking
for a Pom or pinging for Aussies).
Lack of friction within the compressor, ducted cool air from in front of the radiator, and shielding the exhaust manifold
has given excellent results on the TR.
The compressor draws air through a new 1 ¾” SU, exactly as they did it in the fifties.
Compression ratio of 9:1 was reduced to 8:1 by fitting TR Register low compression
pistons. Existing camshaft timing of around 24/60 was retained. I had previously used a
cam of around 30/70. Great at 6000 RPM. No torque at 2000 RPM.
A very special Hans Pederson MGB serpentine belt harmonic balancer was slightly
modified for the TR. A flat belt water pump pulley was machined from a billet with an offthe-shelf alternator pulley fitted to the Register alternator.
A Falcon adjustable idler pulley was modified to locate below the water pump. The radiator is standard (thick core) with electric fan placed to allow use of the original crank handle. The manifold was cut and fabricated from a length of 6mm thick aluminium angle
section grafted to a TR high port inlet manifold. The compressor spacing allows use of
the existing throttle linkage (no cables).

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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All sounds easy now. I can assure you that it was not, without any direct evidence of a
successful TR3 conversion.

Like any performance TR, excessive distributor top end advance had to be reduced by
placing sleeves over the distributor advance weight stop pins. A lot of trial and error with
SU needles resulted in current use of a “BAG” needle.
Typically each set back would be overcome at around 11PM, seeing me roaring up and
down the road sans front apron and bonnet reading the exhaust gas analyser. Not the
best for neighbor relations!
The result is increased power at 2500 to 3000 R.P.M., which is just what I wanted. Fuel
economy is only slightly down, with slight compressor whine noticeable at low revs. As
smooth as a six cylinder. Is it that special harmonic balancer or the compressor drive?
The initial conservative approach of low compression ratio, maximum boost of only 2 ¾”
Lbs and an SU resulted in a reliable engine which was smoother in operation than a
standard TR.
During selection and testing of smaller compressor pulleys to increase compressor revs
and boost, Hans was surprised at the low boost readings I was achieving. Theoretical
boost, as confirmed by Hans’ computer program was dramatically higher than my TR
manifold boost pressure.
Conclusion being that the TR engine was flowing more efficiently than expected. Has to
be better than an MG! Contributing factors are the TR4 head that originally incorporates
larger than necessary inlet ports, combined with my slightly larger inlet valves
and the excellent TR4A dual pipe exhaust
manifold.
Despite trepidation from Hans due to the
excessive theoretical boost, a smaller
63mm compressor pulley has now been
fitted, resulting in 5lbs maximum boost,
more power and no problems with preignition using 98 octane premium fuel.
In the back of my mind is the fact that the
TR low compression pistons have a thinner crown than standard. If I burn a hole
in one, I will know that I deserved it!
So far, excellent performance with no
drawbacks.

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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SERPENTINE BELT ARRANGEMENT
Note the roller rockers.
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CANBERRA CAPERS

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

Lots of things have happened since our
last newsletter not the least of which was
our TR Christmas Party which was a great
event. I think we had about fifteen people
enjoy a few hours of food and drink. We
also had the opportunity to hear all the
stories from David Thomson about his trek
across Australia.
I also had a visit from Jack Evans before
Xmas, it was nice to catch up as Jack
hadn’t been to Canberra for a while.

Three new members since the last report.
Joanne Armitage who has a TR3A that she
inherited from her father and Wayne Byrne
who has a TR2.
Both Joanne and Wayne are from South
Australia.
From New South Wales, Greg Rogers
whose TR2 was featured in the October
Sidescreen and has been in his family
since new.
Rejoining the club Jim Kennedy from the
ACT with his Doretti and Phil Weston from
Victoria with TR3A.
Please join me in welcoming our new members to our fine club.

Our first gathering for the new year will be
on 14 February. We will be heading off to
Yass for breakfast / morning tea at the
Café more or less next to Banjo Paterson
Park and across the road from the Yass
RSL.
The plan is to meet at the Hall General
Store by 9am for the drive to Yass.

It’s great to see membership numbers on
the rise after the high drop out rate last
year, let’s hope the trend continues despite
the incessant barrage of doom and gloom
in the media.

Following our trip to Yass we will be visiting Jack Gault on the Southside to see
how his restoration of his TR3a is progressing.
Jack has advised that his car is fifty years
old in early February so we should all
bring a cup cake to mark the occasion!

Louis Maroya noted in the previous edition
of Sidescreen that the comparative isolation
of the venue for the National Meeting and
Concours in Thredbo was not conducive for
letting the general public have a close look
at our cars.

Wheels Day is on 22 March and is the
biggest static car display on the Canberra
Calendar for the year. So if you are from
interstate and you want to have a great
weekend just let me know and we will be
able to arrange some accommodation etc.
including a BBQ on the Saturday evening
at the Brohan’s.

Louis’ point being that this is a great opportunity for promoting the marque and attracting new members and in this respect he is
absolutely correct.
However by supporting TR Register activities in each state and getting those cars out
on the road where they belong is something
we can do at least every month. After all,
petrol prices are falling so there are really
no excuses for not getting out in your car
and giving the public an opportunity to admire, dream a little or perhaps even to acquire one for themselves.

As mentioned our next gathering will
be on Saturday 14 February at Yass.
We will meet at the Hall General Store
at 9am for the trip to Yass. Following
Morning tea we will visit Jack Gault to
see the latest with his TR3a restoration.
My mobile number is 0409 650 820 if

you have problems finding the address.
Kind Regards to all

Bob Watters

Graham Brohan.

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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WEBMANAGER

By the time you read this I will have run
through a complete update of every page in
the gallery.
In some cases I can’t add anything because
I don’t have photos or details. In other cases I have searched my archives and stumbled across a photo of your car which can
then be added.
It is amazing how technology has improved
over the last 10 years. In the early days I
was scanning photos or using really poor
digital pictures from the cameras available
and they were very much less powerful than
today’s offerings. I also had to cater for the
bulk of the users being on slow dial-up so
images had of necessity, to be small and
low resolution. In some cases these are still
on the site as I just don’t have anything
else.
It may pay you to actually CHECK your
page as you may be amazed to see that it
has changed, or, in some cases, that you
even HAVE a page!

Which brings me to another interesting situation; I had assumed that most people realized that the small pictures on the page
were “thumbnails” and that if the cursor was
passed over the image (it changes to a little
hand) and the left mouse button was clicked
– voilà, a larger image appears!
To aid this, I have always put some text
like: “CLICK PHOTO TO VIEW FULL SIZE”
Perhaps this wasn’t clear enough but hopefully this little story may enlighten a few of
the viewers who have yet to revel in the
glorious full screen image of their pride and
joy.
Actually, I tell a lie, as I still don’t put images
up THAT big as it uses too much space on
the server and a few of our viewers are still
handicapped by having very poor connection speeds.
Since I have started working through the
bulk of the pages it has been pleasing to
receive a number of unsolicited updates –
many thanks. Also, my apologies are extended to those at the end of the alphabet.
Journal of the TR Register Australia

You always fare badly in these processes especially the Xerris, Zalks, Zbukvics etc. and I
promise I will start at the “other end” next time.
Best wishes, Rick Fletcher - Webmanager and
Forum Administrator.
*****************************************************

NEW PARTS NEWS
The Register are now stocking front wheel
bearing sets which are becoming very expensive when purchased from retail outlets.
Part number T625 will supply one wheel set
delivered to your door for $95.30.
(less grease seals, which are available separately as part number T473)
*****************************************************
SIDE MIRROR.

The following information is provided for the information of members. The TR Register Aust.Inc. does
not necessarily recommend or endorse this product.

Register member, Keith Brown, is manufacturing a side mirror adaptation as shown in the
above photo.

If you are interested, please call Keith for details and price.
03 9587 8995 BH
03 9589 5355 AH
Please note that due to difficulty with shipping
of glass, the side mirror assembly is only available for pick up from Keith’s premises.
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Personal Profile – Brian Richards
The ‘Personal Profile’ series simply looks
at one of our members motoring background and experiences. It provides some
insight into the many and diverse group of
people that make up our club and try’s to
answer the question – why are we so keen
on our Sidescreen TR’s?

few miles back and everything was covered
in half – cooked kangaroo and stank!!
Who influenced you on TR’s?
I had a lot of support in the early days from
John Murn and Alan Mitchell. They were
very encouraging and helpful to get the restoration completed.
How does your Partner feel about it?

Our first member to be interviewed is our
second hand spares committee member,
Brian “Aladdin” Richards.

Gwen has always enjoyed the car and likes
touring in it. The TR was originally her car –
she drove it to work, picked up the kids in it
and used it for everyday use. The only time it
becomes a problem is when it’s hot – you
just sit in these things and fry on a hot day!

Interviewer: Bill Revill:
How long have you loved the TR’s?

What are your plans with the TR?

I first noticed them and Doretti's at Warwick
Farm meetings in the early 60’s. I particularly recall Lorraine Hill in her Doretti* who
was competitive at that time. When I had a
chance to get a sports car, a TR was my
preference and I bought my first in 1974. I
then became an early member of the TR
Register in 1975.
What do you like most about them - ?
Simply driving it. As soon as you do some
miles in it, you just want to do some more.
And I’ve always liked their looks, their sturdiness and their speed. You could get into
one and drive it to Lightning Ridge and back
without fuss.
Best memory of the TR – one happy time?

So many to choose from! Getting down to a
1:22 at Wakefield was a real thrill, and I suppose wining my first concours is a great
memory. The best driving in the car? Probably the TR Tour of the South Coast – a great
tour. But then I do many more short runs
with John Muddle and Bob Slender – Cooma, Tumut… lots of good times.
And the Worst?
When my water pump blew at Gulgong on
the way to Armidale. I’d run over a dead
kangaroo which was already pretty ripe a
Journal of the TR Register Australia

It has lots of mods at present – rear shocks,
steering rack, and fuel injection – so I don’t
really want to take it any further. Just a
cleanup and repair of the stonechips that
have come from the years or touring and
racing – it’s done 40,000 km since the rebuild. A panhard rod will probably be the last
planned modification.
What should be the thrust of the club, originality or modified?
I was keen on concours with my first TR, so I
removed such things as extractors and rollbars and made it as original as I could get it.
But that was for concours. For my second
TR, I wanted a car I could use and also a
project car; to make it as useable and quick
as possible. Really, I suggest people are
going away from the originality path because
TR’s are used more than other classic cars,
so people want some level of comfort and
reliability.
What do you like about the TR register?
Great bunch of people. No one buys a TR to
make money or for status – they buy them
because they love them. It shows – if you go
to any TR meeting, everyone likes to talk
about the cars, it’s a common interest. Despite their desirability, they are still a reason-
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ably priced classic car so that people who like them can afford them. And people like Alan
Bare do more than most to make the club successful.
Other motoring careers out side of Triumphs - what exciting cars have you had in the past?
I was in the RAAF for 15 years then worked in the trucking field, so spent a lot of time around
vehicles. My friend Doug Angus had a 1936 MG NA which we used to run around in. I had a
36 Velox Roadster for sometime and a 1961 Maserati 3500 GTI for a time. But the TR is still
the best!
Do you currently have any motoring involvement? Concours, rally’s race?
I did the Repco Mountain Rally as navigator with Alan Bare three times - 1991 to 1993. I still
run at most GEAR meetings in their midweek regularity events at Wakefield Park. It’s fun, not
expensive and the people who run there are welcoming and friendly- it’s a pity more TR members don’t come out and join us!
My current involvement in the sport is working as a mechanic for my nephew, Aaron Lewis. He
has a large range of classic racing cars (Matich A50 and Chevron Formula 5000’s, 2 Gurney
Eagle Indy cars, 2 McLaren Indy cars and a Brabham BT25 – serious cars for Historic racing).
I’m currently attending all of the meetings with the cars and am now doing an engine rebuild
on the 1965 four cam Ford Indy V8 engine.
Brian was noted at the recent Tasman Revival meeting, providing expert mechanical support
and leadership together with John Muddle working on the giant Match Formula 5000.
* This car is now known to the club and is under restoration.

Brian Richard’s BRG TR3a (in the middle) at the marshalling paddock at Wakefield Park with Allan Bare and John Lamond.
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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The Swallow Doretti Page.

Author: Paul McEwen.
I thought a little progress report might be in order, so here goes.

Chassis no. 1014 (That’s mine)

Very little progress to report! Well, just kidding. I have piped up the brake/ clutch lines, done
radiator hoses, fitted all the instruments, fitted bumper bars, set the dash in (but not wired up).
Still to do the carb. set up and wire the instruments in, the rest of the wiring is in place.
Get new speedo / rev. counter cables, and start the bloody thing.
That will be a big moment, the first time in 48 years!
Then off to the Trimmers. I did have one very tiny hiccup. When about to check the gearbox
oil I found there was no dipstick hole. Oh well, I suppose it must have been a late model box,
but then I found there was no filler plug on the side either. Damn!! The solution was to rip out
all the floor, the firewall, which was perfectly painted and all in place, remove the top of the
gearbox, drill a dipstick/ filler hole and replace the lot!

Chassis no.1143. Anthony Naisbitt.

By all accounts it is almost on the road, after a very long restoration. Unfortunately, because
of the tyranny of distance, we may never see it, as it resides in Esperance, W.A. However The
intrepid W.A.Tourers (the Xerries, Cuss,s, and Ray Mullins ) saw it when they visited in
2007, and by all accounts it looks lovely in Old English White with red trim. This car has spent
a long time off the road, and it will be good to have it going again.

Chassis no. 1205. Warren McEwen

Now that is where there is great progress! It puts me to shame.
After purchase in late August , the chassis was sandblasted, painted, and is now a rolling
chassis with rebuilt engine/gearbox/diff/ all in place. The inner steel frame had the same treatment, but with many repairs, and the hydraulic lines all piped up. All that in about 12 weeks.
Next is the aluminium body and fit out. This may slow down, but the plan is for the concourse
in October to have 2 Dorettis off restoration. When this car is started up it will be for the first
time in approximately 35 years.
So they are coming
out of the woodwork
at the moment. If
anyone knows of any
more previously unknown cars, please
let me know. Especially Chassis no.
1195. I lost track of
this car when it
changed
hands
around
the
early
1980’s. It was
in
Sydney at that time,
previously from New
Zealand.

Chassis 1014
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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Chassis 1205 (Ex Lorraine Hill car)

Chassis 1143

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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WHAT IS A DERIVATIVE?

Author: Bob Slender
The TR Register offers membership to owners of “Derivative” motor vehicles.
So what is a derivative motor Vehicle?
The Oxford dictionary defines “derivative” as:
of derived kind; derivative word or substance;
offshoot.
In the TR world I guess that “derivative”
would be an “offshoot” or “of derived kind”.
Currently the TR Register accepts the following vehicles as derivatives of Sidescreen
TRs:
Swallow Doretti.
Buchannan TR.
Peerless and Warwick.
Italia.
TR2 Francochamps.
One off Specials based on Sidescreen TR
running gear.
Lets look at these vehicles to see why they
may be considered derivatives.

SWALLOW DORETTI.

The Swallow Doretti was produced during
the TR2 production cycle, used wet sleeve
TR motor, running gear, steering, suspension, brakes, wheels, electrics and instruments.
It has its own Swallow designed body, Chassis, interior trim and wet weather gear.

BUCHANNAN.

The Buchannan is a fibreglass body fitted to
any TR chassis and running gear . Buchannan bodies have been fitted to all model TRs
up to TR4.

It was produced during the Sidescreen production cycle and has it’s own design for it’s
coupe body and interior trim. It is also fitted
with wind up windows.

TR2 FRANCOCHAMPS.

The Francochamp is a TR2 fitted with a
fixed coupe roof, coupe side windows and
doors.

ONE OFF SPECIALS.

Any one off special or kit car that is based
on wet sleeve TR motor and running gear.
They do not need to have been produced
during the Sidescreen production cycle.

The above vehicles are the cars that may
be considered as derivatives of the Sidescreen TR and apart from the Italia and
Francochamps, we already have members
with cars that fall into each of the above
model types .

OTHER DERIVATIVES?

There are a number of other cars that may
also be considered as derivatives.

MORGAN PLUS FOUR.

Probably drawing a long bow with this one
as the early 1950’s model Plus Four was
fitted with a Wet Sleeve TR engine. This
was the only Sidescreen connection.

DAIMLER SP250.

Another long bow and I doubt that any Morgan or Daimler owner would admit to any
TR heritage. However, the SP250 had TR
front suspension and steering and a very
close copy of the TR Chassis. They also
used Lucas electrics and the same dash
gauges as the TR.

PEERLESS & WARWICK

The Peerless and Warwick, like the Doretti
where produced during the Sidescreen production cycle, They are based on TR Running gear etc. but have their own coupe
body, chassis, trim etc.

ITALIA.

The Italia, like the Doretti and Peerless uses
all TR running gear, including the chassis.
Journal of the TR Register Australia

Is that all ? Well maybe not. What about?

Triumph TR4

The TR4 was initially produced by Standard
Triumph alongside the TR3B and in my
opinion, it does have a very close Sidescreen heritage.
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It initially used the same motor, gearbox, running gear, brakes, wheels, electrics, instruments and (slightly modified) TR chassis as the TR3B. It has its own body design, interior trim (although the seats where virtually indistinguishable from the TR3B ).
The TR4 also featured rack & Pinion Steering ( although a large number of Sidescreen
cars have also now been retro-fitted with rack & pinion).
In my opinion, compared to the other derivatives, the TR4 rates just as high if not higher
as a Sidescreen derivative.
After all, unlike the other cars it was produced on the same production line and at the
same time as the TR3B.
The TR4 did develop during it’s production run with minor changes such as trim and type
of front callipers as well as improved induction and exhaust manifolds (which have also
been retro-fitted to many sidescreen cars).
So there you have it. Is the TR4 a true derivative of the Sidescreen TR?

I think it is, what do you think?
I look forward to receiving your comments.

Is the TR4 really a Sidescreen derivative?

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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NSW REPORT

Well, another year has come and gone,
and I hope everyone has started 2009 well.
So Happy new year to all members and I
hope you can all come along and enjoy
events and meetings the Register puts on.
Its great to meet up again with so many
friends who have built up this TRiffic club,
especially at the highly successful National
meeting.
For our newer members, come along to the
events and discuss any of the problems
you may be having, especially anyone restoring their cars.
You will probably be overwhelmed by advice from the extremely experienced people within the Register. We are all here to
“maintain the Marque” as well as ensuring
we all have reliable, enjoyable TRavel and
the camaraderie of a great bunch of people.
Our Christmas party & meeting was
held at ROUGHLY HOUSE, Dural.
As usual a popular event under the
spreading pine trees in the grounds of this
interesting early colonial house.
We all managed to get into the Christmas
Spirit, sharing a lot of the spoils brought
along.
Always a TRiffic day out for the year’s final
NSW Register event.
Bob Slender again organised the venue
and this year only a shower of rain instead
of the grand Hail finale of last year.
Rhonda Slender was unable to come
along due to illness, so we all wished her a
speedy recovery.

NSW Historic Plates :

John Pike now looks after Historic Plate
duties in NSW . So, as you are required to
register for acceptable use of cars on historic plates for all journeys other than to those
events published by the Register, please
contact John, preferrably by email on historian@tr-register.com.au
to register the use in the DAY BOOK.

General Meetings for 2009: the commit-

tee has decided to change some general
meetings to times and venues differently
from the past.
The next General Meeting will be held at the
normal venue of Concord RSL at 7.30pm on
17th February. As usual, you can join us for
dinner at the club at 6.30 pm. Future meetings will be held at different venues and at
varying times to make them more interesting
and more enjoyable.
Any further details please give me a call on
0413 273 823
Please note my new Email Address is rholliday@live.com.au

Have a great year,
Russell Holliday
NSW Co-ordinator

WEDNESDAY WARRIORS ARE
AT IT AGAIN.

Northern Beaches Mystery Run.

It doesn’t have to be a complicated run to
draw intrepid TR drivers out, and the group
of Register members gathered at St Ives
Showground for a really pleasant drive up
to Palm Beach via winding McCarrs Creek
Road and then back for a great meal at
Newport Arms Hotel.
What a really pleasant way to spend Saturday afternoon.
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Merv, Neil & Pikey have organised this run to Goulburn:

Wednesday Warriors overnite run
25/ 26th March We've organised a lovely run to Goulburn where we will stay over-

night then return to Sydney and wherever.
It goes like this:
Day 1 - Wed 25th March
Meet at McDonalds Eastern Creek at 9:00 ready for 9:30 departure.
Travel up through Blue Mountains collecting Pikey at Medlow Bath then to Hartley where we
partake of morning tea 10:45-11:15.
From Hartley we turn left onto the Jenolan Caves Rd then right onto the Duckmaloi Rd to
Oberon and take the route less travelled (TR Mountain Country) south via Black Springs and
Porters Retreat to Taralga. Lunch at Taralga 12:30-2:30. If we contact Ken Fleming from the
Taralga Historical Society in Taralga we can have a home cooked lunch and a guided tour of
the museum for the princely sum of $10 ($12 with sweets!). I suggest we do this as Ken is an
"old car buff" and will look after us.
After lunch continue via back roads to Goulburn for overnight stay at the Clinton Lodge Motel
for frivolities. Dinner at the nearby hotel bistro 6:30-8:00 (100 metres away).
Day 2 - Thurs 26th March
Breakfast in Goulburn at the superb Green Grocer Cafe 8:00-9:30 then return to Sydney as
you wish. A pleasant detour for the adventurous is to turn right at Marulan and journey via
Bundanoon and Bowral and rejoin the Hume Hwy at Mittagong. A further pleasant detour is
to turn left just North of Mittagong and take the old road through Hilltop to Thirlmere and Picton (lunch?) then down Razorback and back to Sydney viaPenrith and the F4.
Please book your own accommodation at the Clinton Lodge Motel (4821 4488) where rooms
have been reserved in the TR Register name.
Notify Merv 9440 8208 or Neil 9868 1439 to confirm your attendance please.

NSW EVENTS CALENDAR

FEBRUARY
7th -8th February Gnoo Blas, Orange. Road Racing Circuit. Classic Car show and Circuit
Tours. Display at Sir Jack Brabham Park if you just want to go along and view the cars.
7th -8th February. HSRCA All Historic Racing at Wakefield Park
11th G.E.A.R Motorsport Wakefield Park, Goulburn
Tues 17th February: TR REGISTER GENERAL MEETING– to be held at 7.30pm Concord
RSL. As usual 6.30pm Dinner beforehand. Come along, enjoy the company.
22nd Wings over Illawarra. Illawarra Airport, Princess Hwy Albion Park
Wed 25th TSOA Coffee and Cake Run: 11am, the Boatshed , Como. Contact Allan Wright on
9451 0165.
MARCH
1st. Steamfest at Thirlemere ( just near Picton). Classic cars, steam train rides country fair etc. Great day out for the whole family. www.heritageexpress.com.au or Bob
Slender for details
14th Tea Gardens/Hawkes Nest MotorFest
17th -Committee meeting
TR REGISTER Wednesday Warriors overnite run 25/ 26th March Visiting Oberon,
Goulburn (overnite) and Bowral. Contact Neil Tribe, Merv Collens or John Pike for Details.
Wed. 25th TSOA Coffee and Cake Run 11am Café WhiteWater, Penrith White Water Stadium Contact Allan Wright on 9451 0165
Keep up to date with events, check out the events section of www.tr-register.com.au
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VICTORIAN REPORT
Tony Knowlson.
Welcome to 2009 and I hope all members had a great Xmas and are now well into a Healthy
and Prosperous New Year. The start to 2009 was in presence of TR members with Harley
and Bev hosting New Years Eve with John & Judy Buck staying at their house, and a lovely
evening it was as well.
The next meeting at the Jag/Healey rooms is a chance for us all to review how we are going
here in Victoria and make any changes to the events or organisation. Please come along and
let us know if you want changes, and if you cannot make it that night, drop me a line, I am
always happy to receive comments, good or bad.
Gary Sexton has contacted me to say his TR, an Australian built car with houndstooth trim
has been sold to a collector on the Gold Coast, and may not be used much on the road, always a sad end. I have a list of bits available for purchase from Gary including Victorian
plates “TR1955” I will bring details at the February meeting.

PAST EVENTS
The last event for the year was the Xmas Break-up with over 40 members arriving during the
morning, we had champagne over but no orange juice, note for next year. Really nice to see
Merridee with Hugh’s car and several of us had a drive and will be giving feed back. The attendance from members from Bendigo, Shepparton as well as Cobram was great, the breakfast celebrations starting at 3pm the previous day is the way these things should happen.
The December meeting had about 15 members, Leonie and Robyn came along to ensure that
the menfolk did not get up to any nonsense, however Roger was not present so it was a quiet
night. We also discussed upcoming events which your hard working committee were planning
for 2009.
The first event of 2009 and started the year off with a success, the barbecue and drive in
movie night at Leonie and John’s. Around 25 turned up on a cool pleasant evening for a barbecue with salads and superb deserts, the sticky date pudding and pavlova being a popular if
strange combination. The eating was complete as darkness fell in time for the rearrangement
into a theatre, Roger and Janette had their TR take pride of place and showed its appreciation
by leaving only small oil spots on the new concrete. We all then settled back to watch the
original Italian Job with Michael Caine and Noel Coward, a great way to start the New Year.
Thanks to John and Leonie for hosting the event and the food, an excellent night.

FUTURE EVENTS
Wed 11 Feb

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Sun 15 Feb

TSOA Concours at Monash

Sun 22 Feb

TR run to Kerrisdale Mountain Railway and Museum leave at
9.30 am from Eltham Station for a drive up through Kinglake/
Flowerdale. We have organised coffee on arrival then tour of the
museum and train trip followed by a sausage sizzle at the location for lunch. Total cost will be around $24 a head, if you are not
at the meeting on 11 Feb and wish to attend let me know to finalise numbers
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Sat 07 Mar

Late afternoon run, meet at 3pm Stamford Hotel ( cnr Wellington/
Stud Rd Mel 81 H3) for an early run ending at Skyhigh Restaurant
in the Dandenongs, optional evening meal at the restaurant.

Sat/Sun 14/15 Mar

Philip Island Historics – run on Sunday meet at Bunnings, Cranbourne at 8.15am for 8.30 am start.

Wed 18 Mar

Mid week run to Rob Roy Hill climb, many of the cars at Philip Island will be competing. Details later.

Sun 29 Mar

F1 GP run for lunch to Outpost at Noojee. This is an outback aussie theme bistro, meet at Chirnside Park 10.00am, Yarra Junction
for coffee then on to Noojee for 1pm lunch. Return same way or via
freeway.

Wed 8 Apr

Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street, Springvale

Janette and Roger , enjoying the drive in at Leonie and John’s place
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TASMANIAN REPORT

Shannons Classic Car Charity Run

This event was held for the fifth time on Sunday 30th November 2008 and was supported by
close on 300 vehicles at a guess. Weather conditions were quite pleasant for this type of event.
Cars travelled to the Campbell Town Oval in the Northern Midlands in convoy after massing at
Brighton in the south and at Inveresk railyards in the north bearing gifts and hamper items for
distribution by St. Vincent de Paul Society.
There was a good representation of various car clubs present and included Jaguar, MG, early
Holden, GT Falcon and small Ford, Veteran and of course Triumph. The previous day had
seen the Classic Ford display in Launceston and some of these took part on their return to the
south.
Amongst the Triumphs Peter Cousins and David Pearce came in the Sidescreens, while Triumph Owners produced 3 x TR7, 2 x TR4, Stag, Spitfire 1500, Herald Convertible and Estate.
Also seen at the ground was a Standard Super Ten and a Vanguard Estate.
All entrants received a certificate acknowledging their participation.

Sidescreens at Campbell Town

Our Cars
Back in the October / November 2008 issue I reported that 50% of our local membership had
vehicles off the road. I am pleased to report that two of these cars are now back on the road.
The TR3A of John Kay was home delivered at the beginning of Christmas week on the back of
a sliding bed tray but it may as well have been Santa’s sleigh such was John’s joy at finally
seeing his car.

Home Delivered

However a few frustrating weeks have followed in rectifying some work and putting things back
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together again followed by some difficulties in getting the motor to run. But by the end of the
Australia Day the car was on the road looking resplendent in its new green livery.

John Kay’s TR3a, nearly ready

The Sullivan TR3 is also back on the road following its front end rebuild and conversion to
rack and pinion steering. Courtesy of Mick a couple of members recently were able to experience at first hand behind the wheel the much improved front end handling. It did however show
up some deficiencies in the rear end which some attention to the shockers should improve plus
new bushes.
David Bantoft was pleased to advise me just before Christmas that the Swallow Doretti chassis
was back home having being cut to re-align the suspension but was now all square at the corners. Was hunting down a good steering column and cam.

Flying the Flag
The raucous red TR3 of Peter Cousins has again being featuring in the local television newscasts recently. During the Australia Day long weekend Peter participated in the 25 th Annual
South East Rally run by the Post Vintage Car Club. On the first two days he was accompanied
by Mary and then his daughter . On the third day ,your writer filled the navigators, I really should
say the passengers seat for a leisurely drive south down through the Channel district and Huon
Valley ending up at the Franklin sports ground for lunch.
At the Wrest Point start on the Monday all entrants were presented with Australian flags to fly
from their vehicles. There were some very desirable vehicles amongst the entrants including a
Riley Brooklands and a Bristol 400.

A patriotic Australian

Now that we have a couple more of the local
fleet back on the road I am sure that we can
get a couple of runs on the board soon.
David Pearce
Tasmanian Co-ordinator
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QUEENSLAND REPORT:

Hi everyone,
We hope the festive season was kind to you
all and your TR’s.
Judy & I visited Victoria for a wedding prior to
New Year & stayed to celebrate. Thanks to
our hosts the Evenden’s at Oakley for a great
New Year’s Eve party – we celebrated for
Victoria at midnight and at 1.00pm the parochial banana bender commenced counting
down to midnight to celebrate for Qld. It was
well received by all with hugs & kisses &
handshakes which happened for a second
time that evening. It was great to enjoy the
Victorian hospitality – thanks!
PAST EVENTS: TR-RQ Xmas Party – Sunday 14th December.
Our final 2008 gathering at the Courthouse
Restaurant, Cleveland on the Bay was a
great relief from the heat of the day. Wonderful company with like minded souls, followed by a morsel or two of fine fodder. Our
sincere thanks to Carroll & Howard Prior for
their attention to detail in co-ordinating another chapter in the TR Register Qld for 2008.
A great day was had by all, with a jolly group
of “bay watchers” continuing the festive spirit
at the Lighthouse venue at the spit. We
hope all travelled homeward without any
‘pictures’ or any ‘bag stop’ events held by the
Blue Boys!!
To you all, for your participation and assistance during 2008, Judy and I thank you sincerely for being an integral part in the operation of the TR Register Aust. Qld division.

Samford for a run to Woodford for lunch then
on to Noosa for our overnight accommodation.
This will be a relaxed/no pressure type run so
please join us if you can. More in local newsletter.
April – Sunday 26th – Nog-n-natter being
co-ordinated by Lynda & Eddie Goopy followed by dinner at the Gap Tavern. More in
local newsletter.
QLD WINTER TR TOUR -2009
We are currently planning our annual Brass
Monkey Weekend for June 6/7/8th which will
be followed by a Qld Winter TT from the 9th –
12th June. We welcome our southern members to join us for both the Brass Monkey
Weekend and T.T. which will travel from Brisbane, inland to Kingaroy and Bundaberg
where we will spend 2 x evenings. Return
journey will take us through some very interesting and challenging roads for two days
and the event will conclude on 11th or 12th at
Coolangatta on Gold Coast. These are our
preliminary plans at this stage.
We will have our proposal available for the
next Sidescreen.
CONCLUSION:
Our annual calendar is awaiting confirmation
of two (2) dates which all members are aware
of. We have information to follow to secure
these dates.
The year 2009 should be another interesting
one as we have some new types of events.
We are always willing to listen to suggestions

COMING EVENTS:
Monday 26th January – Aussie BBQ.

Enjoy for TR’s,

This event is usually well attended although
the threat of heat & storms may be a problem. However, all attending will be assured of
a great afternoon of food & lubricants.

JOHN.

February – Sunday 22nd –Day Run
Co-ordinated by Carroll & Howard Prior –
more in our local newsletter.
March – 21st -22nd Saturday/Sunday –
Noosa weekend run by the Olivers.
This activity will commence after 10.00am.at
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FOR SALE.

SIDESCREEN SHOWROOM

TR3A restoration project .
The car was last registered in 1991 and has been stored in a dry garage environment .
It is complete and in original condition. All exterior panels have been removed and stored .
The motor has been overhauled and is waiting re-installation.
The car features 4 speed gearbox and disc wheels and is powder blue in colour.
Some new parts also come with the car.
This car is an excellent basis for a quick restoration project.
Asking $13,000
Contact: David Parker,
11 Hillary St. Pymble NSW.
02 9144 1591
0413 382 767
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STUB AXLE CRACKS

Author: Bill Revill.
We are all familiar with the possibility of front upright cracks in our dearly loved but aging
Triumphs. During a recent front end rebuild, I decided that for peace of mind I should crack
test the uprights and the front stub axles just to be sure all was well.
I priced getting the job done commercially ($250 just for the testing of the four components a lot) so decided to use a die penetrant test method at home (a technique I'm experienced in
using). The uprights were fine, but the axle on the LHS (heavily loaded at Wakefield Park)
showed clear cracking in the bearing area. See the photo - the crack can be seen as the dark
line on the penetrant developer and as a void where the developer is wiped away. A further
indicator of a crack is that the opposite side of the axle showed a 'doubtful' area - the developer had coloured but I couldn't see the crack with a naked eye - indicating the axle is
cracked on both sides due to regular bending loads and further confirming the need for replacement. If this is the case as it appears, the cracks have probably penetrated about a third
of the Cross Section of the axle - a significant amount and indicative of future failure.
The TR Register does not sell axles, so I bought a pair from The Healy Factory for about $70
each - and will have confidence for the future. But the message is clear: We must remember
we're driving 50+ year old cars, with steel of dubious quality (it was still hard to get in England in the '50's)and they do show their age. If you do have the front end apart, a crack test
may be useful - perhaps the Register can organise a 'selected supplier' or similar. But don't
take chances....!

******************************************************************************************

EDITORIAL

A recent meeting of classic car clubs in the UK discussed an issue that is affecting all classic
car clubs to some extent. The issue is Aging and static or falling membership.
This problem seems to be more prevalent in those clubs that cater to brands that have been
out of production for some time.
The following are some suggestions for Classic car clubs to consider:
Clubs must keep the vibrancy alive by understanding and responding to their members
needs.
The club magazine and internet forums are key factors, along with a National event and local
displays.
But clubs must always test to see that such events still meet their members needs. Also
events must include the whole family in having fun. Do they involve the youngsters who represent the future of the club.?
The TR register UK for example have promoted a very active “Yoof” group who do not need
to have a TR. They communicate via the internet and “Face book” but they also enjoy the
same status as all other members.
The key is that clubs need to find out why they are losing members and questionnaires are a
good way of doing this. Another suggestion is to have the car as the member, this way membership would automatically transfer with change of ownership.
Armed with feedback, clubs may need to change the ethos of the club. Those with a narrow
focus may need to broaden the model focus or amalgamate with other clubs.
The foregoing is an edited extract from an interview with Steve Redway, Editor of TRaction magazine.
The full interview can be found in the February “Triumph World” magazine.
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2009 National Concours – Mornington Peninsula, Cape Schanck
16, 17 and 18 October 2009

Attached are all the details you need for the 2009 National Concours, which is being held at RACV Club
Cape Schanck Resort, which is located at Trent Jones Drive, Cape Schanck, Mornington Peninsula.
This information includes the program, costs for accommodation, meals, events, and most importantly,
your registration form.
The official Concours accommodation is at the RACV Club – Cape Schanck Resort, which is located at
Trent Jones Drive, Cape Schanck, Mornington Peninsula.
Rooms are booked for Friday and Saturday nights. However, if you wish to stay either before or after the
Concours, please note this on your registration form. The following activities will take place from the
RACV Club – Cape Schanck Resort:
. Registration .
. Friday Dinner .
. Breakfasts (Inclusive) .
. Saturday Night Presentation Dinner (Black & White Dress Theme) .
. Club meeting on Sunday Morning .
. Depart for Sunday run / After tour.
All cars entering the Concours are to be at the Village Green, Point Nepean Rd, Rosebud no later than
9.30am. Club officials will direct your car to the appropriate location.
As the Concours location is only a short walk from the centre of Rosebud, there are lots of things to do
for those not wishing to spend the whole day at the Concours.
Also a Winery Tour is planned should you wish to be treated to day away from the Concours. There is an
approximate cost for this Tour which includes meals but is dependant on numbers wishing to participate.
There are many great cafés & clubs nearby where you can have a coffee or light meal. Details of tourist
activities will be provided to you on registration.

The Concours will finish after the meeting on Sunday morning (around 10.00am).
Following this we have arranged to go to Point Nepean National Park renowned for its historic military
features & breathe taking scenery, you can take a self-guided tour or use the transporter. There are a few
good spots along the way for a group photograph of all the cars.
The group tour costs will be $9.80 per person, which includes the transporter. Immediately following that
we will be heading off for a short run to our lunch venue at the local RSL.
There will be a two-day post Concours tour along the Great Ocean Road. If you are interested please
indicate on the booking form. A program will be available shortly for that tour.
It is important that you send me your registration form with the completed details on the back, together
with a cheque made out to Triumph Tours & Concours Events for the first night’s accommodation &
dinners. The balance of event funding is due on the 31st August, but you can pay it all now if you prefer.
The balance of your hotel account will be due on checkout directly to the motel by members. This will be
for the remaining night(s) accommodation and any personal room charges such as mini-bar or telephone.
Please do not hesitate to contact myself or Leonie Johnson by Email: John_Leonie@optusnet.com.au
PH: (03) 9503 8595(ah) or Leonie on M: 0413 388 787 if you have any questions regarding the Concours
or the After Tour.
We look forward to a great event this year and hope many members will attend.
John Johnson, Committee Member
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SIDESCREEN WORKSHOP
Modified Rear Oil Seal

Author: Brian Richards
The rear seal is always mentioned when talking about the propensity of the TR engine to
leak oil. When in good condition and fitted correctly, the scroll seal works well whilst the
engine it running. When it stops, a small amount of oil will normally leak past the seal as
the oil drains back to the sump. This design requires the engine to be running to work.
Any attempt to modify the rear seal will require the crank to be removed from the engine
and this is best contemplated when the engine is out of the car.
There are kits from the UK that can be used to update to a lip type seal and as with all
the options available, it requires the oil scroll to be ground off the crank.
The rear oil seal sold by the register also requires the scroll to be removed from the original TR crankshaft. However, removal of the scroll from the crank requires the seal area
to be built up and ground to size.
The seal is a one piece unit with a split to allow it to be twisted open and fitted over the
crank. (It then pushes into the cavity that normally houses the split aluminium seal. A
simple flat plate, utilising the six cap screws that holds the aluminium seal in place, is
then used to hold it in position. You can modify the old seal by removing the scroll and
using the flat part to act as the retainer.
If you are using one of the new TR Register supplied cranks (T8650) then this is the seal
you need as the crank is already sized and ground to take this seal. Allan Bare has used
this seal on his car with a modified TR crank for some time without problems.
Another local solution is to utilise a Chevy big block seal. This seal is also a split seal
(two parts) but unlike the tractor seal, has metal inserts to help it retain its shape.
I have put together a kit that utilises an aluminium scroll rear seal, modified to act as a
seal carrier for the Chevy seal. The crank has to be ground as for the other seal conversions.
The advantage of this conversion over the Register supplied seal is that the seal is a
stronger design and better suited to the higher operating RPM of the TR. Its biggest advantage though, is that it does not require the seal area on the crank to be built up as
the size required is less than the current oil scroll and only requires grinding.
The only point to remember is that once tour crankshaft is converted, you cannot go
back unless you get the crank built up and the scroll re-introduced or alternatively, fit a
new crank.
If you are interested in the Chevy seal conversion, then contact me for further details.
Brian Richards.

SIDESCREEN WORKSHOP
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Modified rear oil seal carrier and Chevy big block crank seal

One half of modified carrier and oil seal installed in rear main bearing cap
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EFI Update (1/1/2009)
Author: Brian Richards

It has been some nine months since my EFI project was determined to be finished. Since then I
have completed another four Wakefield Park track days, participated in a mini TR Tour around
NSW, gone to Canberra for our Christmas in July, and attended the 2008 National meet at
Thredbo. In total, some 6500km.
In all that time I have not experienced one failure and the car has run perfectly except for some
difficulty in starting a cold engine.
My problem with the cold start turned out to be a programming issue.
In the MS, you have two choices for cold start set up. Cold start settings can be likened to the
amount of choke you apply to carbies. It sets the additional fuel you require when starting a cold
engine.
One option is where you set a cold point and a hot point. The programme then simply draws a
straight line between the two and uses that to set the cold start fuelling. The other utilises a
twelve point chart where you can set the amount of fuel required for twelve different temperature
settings. This allows you to draw a fuel graph that better suits your engine.
I had told the ECU that I was utilising the twelve point chart and as such it ignored the two point
graph, but all the adjustments I tried had been to the two points. In reality I had no choke as the
settings on the twelve points were all zero.
Once I set up the twelve point chart, starting was no longer an issue. Software again!!!!!!!!
As a result of my little project, one of our members asked me to fit EFI to his carburetted TR6. To
do this I chose a local ECU (Adaptronic) as local support is available if I happen to fall under a
bus.
I modified a set of original Lucas injection manifolds to take the Bosch injectors. The Lucas distributor was completely gutted and two Hall Effect sensors were fitted to give a timing signal and
cam position signal.
Basically the set up was the same as for the TR3A and did not present any real surprises. The
engine runs well and except for some cruise economy tuning yet to be done, goes well.

***************************************************************************************************
Our childhood in black and white. Hope you enjoy.
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Jack Gault’s TR3a turns 50 on the 2nd of Februay. Happy Birthday!!!!

